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Research on Climate Change and Lakes -
International Context
Are we moving forward?
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What is known and how is progress being made?
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FördererWoolway et al. 2020 
Essential physical lake variables, their response 
to climate change and their interaction

LSWT: lake surface water temperature

e.g. decreasing ice cover, increasing water 
temperature and altered lake mixing regimes 

evaporation rates

lake water levels and extent
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Lake surface water temperatures (LSWT) have increased worldwide

Woolway et al. 2020 
These drivers are affected by many climatic variables, including cloud cover, over- lake wind speed, 
atmospheric humidity and air temperature & LSWT and ice cover

 Amount of incoming radiation

 The proportion of solar irradiance absorbed at 
the lake surface (albedo)

 The advection and storage of heat within the 
lake 

 Loss of heat at the air–water interface

MULTIPLE FEEDBACKS IN THE SURFACE ENERGY
O'Reilly et al. 2015

Global average rate= 0.34 °C decade−1
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Lakes are experiencing less ice cover

More than 100,000 lakes at risk of having ice- free 
winters if air temperatures increase by 4 °C

Ice duration has become 28 days shorter on average over 
the past 150 years for Northern Hemisphere lakes

Higher rates of change in recent decades.

Photo: Pexels
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Magnuson et al. (2000) calculated trends in ice 
freeze dates, ice break- up dates and ice duration 
from ~1855 to 1995 for 20 lakes in the Northern 
Hemisphere. 

Woolway et al. (2020) updated the ice phenology 
records by an additional 24 years, to 2019

ice duration is now 19 days shorter per 
century on average
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Increase of global annual mean lake evaporation rates 

Regional variations dependent on factors such as 
ice cover, stratification, wind speed and solar 
radiation.

increase of 16% is expected by 2100
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Implications for lake ecosystems

Changes in water quality

Increased cyanobacteria populations and greater toxin production

increases in phytoplankton biomass and shifts in 
community composition

Increases in chlorophyll and cyanobacteria are also often 
associated with a lowering of water level shifts from clear to turbid waters

Increased stratification results in declines in algal biomass

Climate change has unquestionably altered 
lakes worldwide

which adversely impact fish yields
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The scientific literature addresses in detail only a small proportion of lakes worldwide

Need to have sustainable, systematic, multivariate 
observations for a consistent set of lakes.

European Space Agency (ESA) Climate Change 
Initiative for Lakes (CCI Lakes), coordinates a 
range of remote- sensing techniques

(aims to integrate process understanding from lake models 
into advanced machine- learning modelling techniques)

New modelling paradigm 

PROCESS-GUIDED DEEP LEARNING

should provide substantial improvements to our 
ability to predict lake responses to climate change
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Future research, including 

 enhanced observation of lake variables from space

 improved in situ lake monitoring and the 

 development of advanced modelling techniques to predict lake processes, 

will improve our global understanding of lake responses to a changing climate

and our capacity to react to these changes
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Thank you very much for your attention

Laguna de los tres - Patagonia Argentina
Photo: Pixabay
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